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easyToi pneumatic tent with all-terrain composite floor
dry toilet
double action handpump
aluminum toilet stand
hand sanitizer gel with snap link
waste bag with airtight lid and chemical binder
tent pegs 
ropes 

length: 0.72m
width: 0.50m
height: 0.44m
volume: 0.17m³
weight: 17kg

length: 1.10m
width: 1.04m
height: 2.10m
volume: 1.14m2

weight: 17kg

outer material:
- hardly flammable (B1 fire resistance category, according to DIN 4102-1)
- waterproof surface
for wind & blizzards:
- ropes and tent pegs anchor the inflated toilet to the ground in
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SCOPE OF DELIVERY 
 



The irreplaceable companion 
for firefigh�ng and rescue 
missions

The lightweight pneumatic skeleton consisting of double layered tubes acts as a 
tent-like canopy supporting the spacious interior which allows for a comfortable use, 
even in heavy protective gear. When time is of the essence equipment pieces like 
gloves or gas masks can be stored in the toilet’s interior side pockets.  
easyToi’s untransparent outer fabric in combination with its lockable zip door creates 
a comfortable area of privacy even at a busy rescue mission site.
Our all-terrain composite �oor consists of light aluminium plates coated in robust 
truck tarpaulin, making it suitable for all emergency locations. 
The outer material protects the user from �re, rain and spray water from �re hoses and 
keeps the interior safe and dry even in the harshest environmental conditions. 
Our synthetic �bre is classi�ed as a B1 �re resistance category material, according to 
DIN 4102-1.

The unique waste bags with an 
airtight lid o�er superior hygiene 
and their their disposable nature 
prevents smell build up in the 
cabin. These containers act as 
hygienically insertable linings for 
the toilet bowl, providing each 
user with a clean, new and indivi-
dual WC. Furthermore, this system 
allows for a minimum of un- 
desirable cleaning work, as does 
easyToi’s low-maintenance and 
water resilient �oor.

Firmly stitched-on loops on the 
toilet’s exterior allow for easyToi to 
be anchored to the ground with 
the Storm Kit.  These ropes and 
tent pegs keep the in�ated easyToi 
�xed so it can be safely used even 
during stormy weather and 
blizzards. 

The lightweight, e�cient and safe 
design make easyToi the only 
manually portable all-round 
temporary sanitation facility that is  
perfectly suitable for �re-�ghting, 
rescue and other emergency 
missions.

Until now:
Rescue and �re operations often go on for hours 
on end but there are no restrooms to be found at 
the emergency’s location. Alternative sanitary 
facilities are often too remote to be used in a 
crisis situation, so the need to relief oneself has 
to be supressed for extended periods of time, or 
met around the next bush or corner. This is an 
additional inhumane strain on emergency forces 
and civilians alike, which ampli�es stress and 
damages morale.

The innovative solution for sanitary 
needs on the site of rescue and 
�re�ghting operations:

The portable pneumatic blow-up-toilet ‘easyToi‘ 
o�ers a pragmatic all-round solution to facilitate 
basic sanitary infrastructure  on rescue and 
�re�ghting sites. Thanks to our 1-Point-
In�ation-System easyToi can be set up within a 
single minute . 
Furthermore, in box mode with a weight of 17kg 
and volume of 0.17m³, the pneumatic WC can be 
manually carried by a single person, thus making 
it suitable for even the most inaccessible 
locations. 

UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITIONS:

•  Privacy & relief at the emergency location for rescue forces and civilians
•  One minute build up thanks to 1-Point-In�ation-System
•  Pneumatic design facilitates compact volume of 0,17 m³ and weight of 17kg in transport   
    mode, making easyToi the only complete toilet system that can be carried by a single   
    person
•  Fire resistance category B1 (DIN 4102-1) certi�ed material
•  With a waterproof outer fabric and loops for ropes with tent pegs easyToi can withstand   
    harsh weather and re�ected �rehose water
•  Rainproof nets maintain air hygiene through constant ventilation
•  Spacious interior with enough storage even with heavy �re equipment
•  Unique waste bags with an airtight lid o�er superior hygiene and prevent smell build up   
    due to their disposable nature 
•  All-Terrain composite �oor is suitable for all emergency- and rescue locations 

 
 


